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Business Data: GENII can connect to any number of databases and interpret a wide cross section of data types. GENII 

serves as a two-way, read-write Rosetta Stone, commonly referred to as a gateway.

Query tools: are used to create information by asking questions about the data. GENII contains cooperative tools which 

are typically found in separate software approaches.

1. Tabular: ask questions about names, dates, number ranges, and other comparisons. These are often 

referenced as SQL queries, for Structured Query Language.

2. Spatial: ask questions about what data are located relative to a specific location, or within a specific 

boundary or distance of another location. These queries use the methodologies developed for geographic information 

systems (GIS).

3. Temporal: ask questions about what data are valid for what points in time. The GENII temporal query system 

is second to none.

OLTP: facilitates data creation and maintenance using standardized forms, lists, and maps.

OLAP: facilitates a variety of reporting tools, executive dashboards, and interlinked Global Queries.

Interagency Services: tools and methods to lash together the Application GENIIs of separate organizations.

Web GENII: tools and methods for posting information from the intranet to the internet, as well as the harvesting of public 

data submissions.

Customer Care Website: contains a wide selection of pre-built applications, data models, and import files which may be 

used to seed new applications.

GENII in Schematic

is a software-assisted means to combine many disparate data sources at the organizational or agency level. Technically speaking, EII adds an additional software level to that organization which facilitates data 

interoperability, access, and seamless communication. EII is based on three interlaced components: 

1. Database connectivity which provides universal communications between data by offering a common language.

2. Web technology which facilitates the replacement of database relationships with web linking.

3. Object-oriented business logic targeting the following:

►Lay application development tools for non-technical personnel. This puts application development back in the hands of subject matter experts rather than the information technologist.

►Additional development methods which build higher-order applications from lower-order applications. This suggests an object-oriented approach to complex development and facilitates tools which are again geared to the subject matter expert.

►The driving goal behind the simple-to-use GENII business intelligence tools is to decrease corporate inertia while increasing data utility and corporate communications.

Data interoperability:

►Using best-available data access Application 

Programming Interfaces (API) to reach and interpret 

remote data.

►Employing advanced Enterprise Application 

Integration techniques (adapter and common 

language) for interagency communication.

►Exploiting object-oriented techniques to remove 

the incommensurate set theory rules between 

tabular and spatial data.

►Promoting data interoperability through common 

domain structures, alias field names, flexible 

database connections, and virtual table 

relationships.

Application development:

►Providing non-technical rapid application 

development tools which minimize corporate inertia 

and database administration requirements. This 

puts development tools back in the hands of the 

subject matter expert, rather than software 

developers who do not deal with the business data 

on a daily basis.

►Fielding development tools which can generate 

applications as fast as that application could 

otherwise be described in words. The net affect is a 

reduction in corporate inertia to change.

►Eliminating the need for one-off applications and 

development/maintenance costs associated with 

them.

►Building higher-order applications from lower-

order applications in building-block fashion.

Data design:

►Substituting tabular relationships with web linking 

and spatial concurrency wherever possible.

►Never replicating data as in a data warehouse. 

GENII substitutes logical for physical data 

extraction, facilitating direct OLTP within a “virtual” 

data warehouse.

►Using data analysis tools to maximize the use of 

integrative super domains.

►Employing multidimensional data structures 

which fuse tabular, spatial, and temporal data into a 

single framework.

►Seeking a balance between normalization 

methods which promote OLTP write operations with 

de-normalization methods which promote OLAP for 

business intelligence.
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